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Issued Permit Numbers

- Permit Stuff
  - LT 22 days/permit for 2009
  - 1748 total permits vs. 1720 12 mos.
  - 576 projects
  - 25 PSD Projects Issued
CP Updates

• “General” permit for 6B (Gasoline bulk plants) – enf. limit for < 20,000 gal.

• Registrations for 6X and 6H

• Application forms reviewed in January, minor changes
Other Stuff

• We developed a registration form for new engines that are less than 400 hp and are subject to a NSPS (4I or 4J). This also involved modifying the 400 hp exemption for engines.
• Grain Elevator Permitting done
• Feed Mill Permitting, mostly done
Small Unit Exemption

• Beginning January, must have the JD on site at the time of an inspection to qualify for the SUE
• If the unit is subject to a NESHAPs, then the SUE is not available.
CO2 Tailoring Rule

- Proposed Light-Duty Vehicle GHG and CAFÉ Standards (October 23, 2009)


- What does this mean (if implemented as proposed)?
  - A major source CO2e increase of 10,000 TPY triggers PSD (and other pollutants too)
  - A 25,000 CO2e TPY increase is major (and other pollutants too)

- If not implemented, then any increase is major
Nebraska Toxics Notebook

- www.DEQ.State.NE.US
  - Sort by Subpart A, B.....AAAAAAA
  - Industry Category: ie. Ethanol Plants
  - Area Source Regulations

- Great Reference, quick source of regulations
Questions?

Construction Permitting Hotline
1-877-Air Iowa  1-877-247-4692